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Abstract

One of the major goals of the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) was to improve
the performance and durability of highway concrete. SHRP Project C-206, Optimization of
Highway Concrete Technology, was created to disseminate knowledge of the results of
SHRP-sponsored research and recent advancements in concrete materials technology. The
products of this project included a synthesis of advances in highway concrete technology,
training videos, and the expert system HWYCON (Highway Concrete). HWYCON is
designed to assist state highway departments in three areas: 1) diagnosing distresses in
highway pavements and structures; 2) selecting materials for construction and reconstruction;
and 3) obtaining recommendations on materials and procedures for repair and rehabilitation
methods. HWYCON is an operational system and will be distributed to state DOTs through
SHRP. This document is intended to provide a reference for users of the system who need
information about the knowledge base, installation, and operation of HWYCON.
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1. Introduction

The Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) C-206 project, Optimization of Highway
Concrete Technology, included the development of an expert system for highway concrete
activities. This effort resulted in the development of HWYCON (Highway Concrete) which is
an operational and computerized knowledge system designed to assist state highway
department staff. The knowledge contained in HWYCON addresses three principal areas: 1)
diagnostics-distress identification and cause of distress(es); 2) materials selection-the selection
of materials for construction and reconstruction; and 3) repair and rehabilitation-
recommendations on materials and procedures for concrete pavement repair and
rehabilitation. This document is intended to provide a reference for users of the system who
need information about the knowledge base, installation, and operation of HWYCON. It also
provides information for computer specialists who are involved in making changes
(maintaining) to the system. Appendix D is intended to provide the user with information
about the operation of HWYCON. In addition, this document provides information on the
following:

• Expert systems application and design.
• Purpose of the system and the target audience.
• Knowledge areas covered by the system.
• Use of knowledge.
• Requirements for using the system.
• Approach used in developing HWYCON.
• The system's architecture.
• Installation procedures.
• Guidelines for modifying the system.

Appendix C provides a glossary of expert system terms used in this document.

2. Introduction to Expert Systems

Advances in computer hardware technology and software development make it feasible to
develop expert systems that are an effective decision-making tool for highway staff involved
in diagnosing distresses, designing concrete structures, and in making decisions related to the
selection of repair and rehabilitation procedures and materials. Computerized systems can be
developed that integrate different forms of knowledge normally used by highway staff. This
knowledge is represented in the form of pictures, drawings, databases, guides, and
specifications. With the addition of reasoning from high-level experts, a coherent system has
been developed for use by highway staff, including inspectors, engineers, concrete specifiers,
and repair and rehabilitation specialists. This system for highway concrete, HWYCON, was
developed in Task 3 of the SHRP C-206 project Optimization of Highway Concrete
Technology. Examples of applications of expert systems for highway concrete are shown in
table 1. HWYCON includes knowledge on all three areas identified in table 1 and is designed
to address materials-related issues and problems.



Table 1. Examples of the use of expert systems for highway concrete

Highway Activity Use of Knowledgei

Diagnosing distresses Distress identification and cause

Visual display distress characteristics (e.g. pictures, drawings) for better
interpretation.

How-to descriptions and techniques on laboratory and field tests to confirm
distress cause(s).

Selection of materials Recommendations on the design of concrete for alkali-aggregate, freeze-thaw,
corrosion, and sulfate durability.

Examples of concrete mixture proportions to achieve early opening times and
desired compressive strength.

Recommendations on the use of materials with known problems and limitations.

Repair and rehabilitation Recommendations on the selection of materials that are suitable for specific
repair approaches (e.g., full-depth repair, bonded overlays).

Several important factors can contribute to the success of deploying an expert system. The
factors considered in the development of HWYCON include the following:

1. Initially limiting the scope of the knowledge domain, then allowing it to grow.
2. Obtaining feedback from users through prototype development and distribution.
3. Selection of a development tool that provides a platform for further enhancements and

the addition of new knowledge.
4. Selection of a development tool that allows flexibility for incorporating different

knowledge forms and provides a high level of programmer productivity.

When developing expert systems, most developers will attempt to obtain the best-available
human knowledge sources to design the knowledge base, critique and review the
computerized system, and, based on consideration of the review comments received on the
prototype systems, make modifications. This is perhaps the only area in expert system
development that has not changed dramatically. There will undoubtedly be disagreement
about which knowledge to include, based on its credibility, the preferences and other factors.
Accepted guidelines, practices, and test methods sometimes offer solutions to the resolution
of a disagreement regarding whether to include a specific piece of knowledge or how to use
it if they are up-to-date.

The fundamental components of an expert system have changed little since expert systems
were first introduced. The knowledge domain (what is known about the subject area) and the
inference engine (the logic portion that operates on the knowledge) represent the two basic
components. Figure 1 illustrates these components and the knowledge interfaces that can be
included in modem systems.

To help the reader understand the workings of the HWYCON system, the following
explanation is given. Although this is not essential for describing the system, it will be
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helpful to develop a prospective of how the system operates. Perhaps the most significant
change in expert systems architecture is the representation of the knowledge within the
computer and its interrelationships. Most knowledge is represented in the form of rules that
tell the inference engine how to use the knowledge. Rules have the basic form of IF
condition, THEN action. For example,

(1) IF a crack develops before the concrete is hardened, and the crack pattern is
random, THENthe crack may be a plastic shrinkage crack.

Development tools in use today make use of this form of knowledge representation in
combination with other techniques, such as semantic networks. This hybrid system is often
called an "object-oriented system." Unlike their predecessors, object-oriented systems use
multiple inference procedures. An example is backward chaining, in which the system
attempts to reach a goal when given information that leads to that goal, such when giving a
recommendation on the amount of concrete cover to use when designing concrete for a
corrosive environment. When the forward chaining inference is added, the system can
activate other procedures (computer modules, algorithms, or functions) such as performing
calculations or displaying information in search of the goal. Other powerful features
associated with object-oriented systems allow the knowledge engineer to draw relationships
between knowledge components, attach facets, and establish inheritance within the knowledge
structure. An example taken from the HWYCON expert system is illustrated in figure 2. The
information contained in the ellipses show the path the system would follow to reach the goal
of being "caused by poor joint construction or materials in joint." In this figure the object
attribute "crack pattern and direction" is defined and its relationships established relative to
the conclusion or goal stating that "cracks are caused by corrosion of steel reinforcement."
Figure 3 illustrates the object attribute associativity for the object "crack pattern and
direction." The question/answer display shown in the figure provides the initial interface to
the user when the object crack pattern and direction is processed by the expert systems
inference engine. This may be performed in a rule based backward chaining inference
procedure or may be activated in a forward chaining inference procedure, such as selecting a
button from a previous display. Objects are connected in one of two ways: 1) through a rule
contained in the knowledge base; or 2) through associating (connecting) a display with
another display or object.

3. Previous Work In the Highway Field

Nearly all expert systems previously developed for the highway field have been
developmental prototypes. A survey of expert systems for cement and concrete application,
related to the highway field was conducted and reported for the Strategic Highway Research
Program (Kaetzel and Clifton 1991). The report identified the three most active areas for
highway activities. They are: 1) concrete design use; 2) condition assessment; and 3) repair
and rehabilitation. The application of expert systems to the design of concrete mixture
proportioning can help to determine compliance with design codes, standards, and guidelines
for acceptable practice; and provide information on the selection of materials and use of
proper methods for construction. Expert systems can aid the designer in the selection of

4
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proper constituents for concrete; and assist in design for specific environments; provide
information from experts in the concrete mixture proportioning design area; and provide
points of reference and checking regarding acceptable design practices. Applications for
design and selection of concrete have been developed for concrete mix design (Smith 1987);
the selection of ready mix concrete (Seren 1988); and the design of durable concrete (Clifton,
Olticar and Johnson 1985). Expert systems applications for concrete design are very limited,
compared with other highway engineering activities, such as traffic signaling transportation
network design (Ritchie and Harris 1987).

Expert systems for design are more quantitative than systems that deal with planning and
diagnostics. The incorporation of knowledge from building design codes and manuals of
concrete practice into a knowledge base adds credibility. This information has often been
formulated over many years of practice and is supported by standard test methods and
revised building practices.

Feedback to the user from design expert systems is normally in the form of
recommendations. These recommendations can specify the quantity or type of materials
needed for a structure, and for a specific environment. The user specifies the input variables
to the expert system that in turn determine the proper constituents. Examples of the
information contained in the recommendations for frost-durable concrete include the
following:

• Type of cement
• Durability factor
• Percent of entrained air
• Air void spacing
• Compressive strength

The application of expert systems to diagnostics, and repair and rehabilitation activities is
perhaps the most beneficial application for highway inspectors, engineers, and decision
makers. It can assist the inspector or engineer in: 1) identifying the distresses associated with
highway pavements and structures; 2) diagnosing the cause of deterioration; 3)
recommending different repair and rehabilitation strategies and projecting their benefits; and
4) providing information for budgeting, planning, and life-cycle-costs. The application of
expert systems in this area is growing rapidly because of the reduction in highway budgets, a
shift from new highway construction to highway maintenance, the loss of highly-qualified
engineers and experts, and advances in data-gathering methods.

A key element in maintaining an expert system for diagnostics, repair and rehabilitation is
the need to provide the system with large quantities of input data about the pavement or
structure. Quite often, this task is the largest and it represents a frequent data processing
problem. Issues such as data quality and subjective observations from the field are important
in system development and use. Most systems in use today still utilize visual inspections
conducted by field staff and manual record searches to obtain the information the system
needs to draw conclusions and make recommendations. Two systems, EXPEAR (Hall et al.
1989) and PAVER (Shahin and Walther 1990), represent the most comprehensive systems,
and are the result of 5 and 10 years efforts, respectively. These systems are written in
conventional computer programming languages (e.g., FORTRAN, PASCAL) and are
considered the only fully operational and supported knowledge based systems for pavements



in existence today. However, being written in conventional programming languages, they are
difficult to update.

More recently, methods have been developed to assist highway staff in data collection,
interpretation, and diagnostics. These include video scanning of highway pavements and
structure surfaces (e.g., pavement slabs, bridge decks) using a digital camera. New field test
methods also are being developed (Cady et al. 1992). These methods can be effective in
detecting distresses such as corrosion in highway structures,and measuring their rate of
deterioration. Automated data gathering reduces the time required to capture field
information and can eliminate the subjective observations that are characteristic of human
observations. By connecting this information to expert system reasoning, decisions can be
made more rapidly and with greater reliability.

Of the three areas, condition assessment has received the most attention. Table 2 identifies
the characteristics common among most expert systems developed for cement and concrete
highway applications during the 1980s. Development of comprehensive systems was
prohibited by the lack of knowledge on how to develop such a system and by time
requirements. Fortunately, development times have been reduced through advances in
development tools and computer technology.

Table 2. Attributes and characteristics of expert systems for concrete developed in the
1980s

Attribute Characteristic

Expert systemarchitecture Rule-based,backwardchaining.
and inferencemethod

Developmenttime Typically5-10 years.

Developmenttool Expertsystemshellprograms,FORTRAN,PASCAL,and LISPprogramming
languages.

Knowledgeformat Representedas rules externalprograminterfacesto includegraphics.

Knowledgesources High-levelexpertsor specialistsin the domain,guides, and specifications.

Scopeof knowledge Typicallyaddressedsmalldomain.

Achievedstatus Prototypesystem.

4. Purpose and Scope of the HWYCON System

The purpose and scope of HWYCON was defined within the Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP) C-206 project. HWYCON is designed to assist state highway departments
in three areas: 1) diagnosing distresses in highway pavements and structures; 2) selecting
materials for construction and reconstruction; and 3) obtaining recommendations on materials
and procedures for repair and rehabilitation methods. The SHRP program included many
projects that were developing new concrete technology. Recognizing the importance of
transferring this new technology to practicing highway engineers, every effort was made to



incorporate SHRP-developed technology in the HWYCON system. In some cases this was
difficult because the development of the other SHRP products and the expert system were
taking place at the same time. Section 7, Knowledge Sources, specifically describes the
knowledge that was available. In the absence of SHRP-developed knowledge, knowledge
from leading industry organizations and state departments of transportation (DOTs) was used.
In each case, the knowledge was tested by the development team and other experts to ensure
that it represented the most reliable and applicable information available. During the
development, the ETG provided guidance on the knowledge base design and operational
requirements for HWYCON. It was decided that the system would primarily address
materials-related concrete activities. Prototype systems were developed and reviewed by the
user community. The knowledge domain and target audience for HWYCON is illustrated in
figure 4.

Examples of distresses that occur in highway structures are those that are induced by poor
materials performance are due to exposure to adverse environmental conditions (e.g. sulfate
attack, freezing and thawing). For the materials selection subsystem, knowledge regarding
the selection of concrete constituents for various environments and selected procedures was
included. The final subsystem on repair and rehabilitation includes knowledge that relates to
the selection of materials and procedures for various repair and rehabilitation methods.

An important factor in developing any expert system is the need to limit its scope. This is
important so that design criteria can be applied effectively (i.e. whether to include a specific
piece of knowledge, and in how much detail) and also assists in accomplishing the final
goal(s) of the system. Expert systems often fail because the scope of the system is too broad.
A more successful approach is to develop a system that accomplishes well-defined goals
initially and allows for the addition of new knowledge as it becomes available or as the
system matures. HWYCON was developed with these basic principles in mind. The system
tends to have more breadth than depth in some areas. The subsystem on materials selection is
considered to be comprehensive in its scope. However, other areas may lack depth in the
level of knowledge because insufficient availability of more detailed knowledge on a topic.
The object oriented architecture of the system and the development tools allow new
knowledge to be added, and modifications can be made to the system's operation more easily
than with most expert systems that have been developed. In section 13, Future Enhancements
to HWYCON, some of the HWYCON areas that could be modified are discussed. This
modification would make the system more comprehensive and useful for highway decision
making for both the present and the future.

HWYCON is designed to assist various state highway personnel, depending on the subsystem
used (see figure 4). For example, it is expected that field inspectors or engineers in the field
or central offices would use the Concrete Pavement Diagnostics (CONPAV-D) or Concrete
Structures Diagnostics (CONSTRUC-D) to identify distresses and determine their causes.
The Concrete Materials (CONMAT) subsystem is useful for staff involved in selecting
materials for construction or reconstruction. Examples of its use would be to develop
specifications for highway concrete projects. CONMAT knowledge applies to both concrete
pavements and structures. The Concrete Pavement Repair and Rehabilitation subsystem
(CONPAV-R) would be useful to highway decision makers who need recommendations
regarding materials and procedures for concrete pavements needing repair or rehabilitation.
As with all expert systems, HWYCON is not intended to replace the high-level expert. It is
considered a decision- making tool, and surely there will be solution sets that it can not

9



handle. In other words, there will always be a need for high-level experts, at least for the
foreseeable future. HWYCON is considered to be the most comprehensive computerized
expert system that has been developed so far that gives recommendations on highway
concrete pavements and structures. It will be useful for staff with knowledge levels from
beginner to mid level. A consensus opinion developed during the review of the HWYCON
prototypes indicated the system would be particularly useful for new inspectors and
engineers. Since many high-level staff are retiring from state DOT's, this tool will assist in
advancing the level of knowledge and decision making. A description of the types of highway
structures, knowledge domain, and the use of knowledge is included in the next section.

12
o
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Figure 4. HWYCON knowledge domain and users
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5. Knowledge Domain

5.1 Highway Pavements and Structures Covered by HWYCON

The knowledge contained in HWYCON includes information and rules on the three types of
highway' concrete pavements: 1) jointed reinforced concrete pavements (JRCP); 2) jointed
plain concrete pavements (JPCP); and 3) continuously reinforced concrete pavements
(CRCP). Knowledge about pavements is represented in all three subsystems, CONPAV-D,
CONMAT, and CONPAV-R. Knowledge related to highway concrete structures is also
included. Specifically, this includes bridge decks and substructures. Substructures includes
concrete elements such as bridge columns, piers, and parapet walls. Information on
structures is not as clearly defined as the knowledge on pavements, except in the diagnostics
subsystem. Separate modules were developed to address distresses in bridge decks
(CONSTRUC-D for bridge decks), and CONSTRUC-D for distresses in structures.
Distresses in horizontal and vertical sub-surfaces can be diagnosed in CONSTRUC-D for
structures. The CONMAT subsystem can be used to select materials for pavements or
structures. For repair and rehabilitation, no knowledge was included on structures, as a
separate computer-based decision model developed by SHRP (Purvis et al. 1994). Figures 5
through 9 show the types of pavements and structures, and topics covered by each of the
HWYCON subsystems. Tables 3 through 6 show the distress category and type along with
the cause or probable causes that are included in HWYCON. It should be noted that the
recommendations are based on the most reliable knowledge obtained when the system was
developed, and the recommendations are based on the response from the user. Other causes
of distresses may be operative in the concrete that would require a recommendation to be
modified.

Identifying distresses and determining their cause(s) are important parts of any state DOT
concrete program. In order to effectively repair or rehabilitate a structure after a distress has
occurred or to assess whether immediate action is needed, it is important to make conclusions
based the best observations and information available. Information about the condition of a

structure may be obtained from observations conducted within state DOT field offices or with
the help of central office staff. Typically, this operation is performed by an inspector or
engineer. Information used in making conclusions may be in the form of pictures, drawings,
databases, exposure conditions, and the known constituents of the concrete and its
surroundings. In some cases, it may not be possible to diagnose the cause due to conflicting
or insufficient information about the condition. Tests may needed to confirm the cause.
Specimens of the structure's distressed area may need to be examined in a laboratory (e.g.,
petrographic examination). Also, diagnostic field tests such as the SHRP Alkali-Silica
Reaction Test (Stark 1990) for aggregate reactivity may be used to confirm or determine the
cause. HWYCON assists in the diagnosis by first identifying the distress, such as "D"
cracking, corrosion, and spalling, then it attempts to make a conclusion about the cause of
the distress. The system can assist in field observations through the use of a portable
computer, or in an office or laboratory environment, through the use of a desk top computer.
When the syste m is used in a laboratory environment, the operator completes a checklist of
questions. Examples of these questions and field inspections sheets which may be copied
from this document are in appendix A. In some cases, the expert system cannot make a

11
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Table 3. Jointed concrete pavement distresses and their associated causes covered in
HWYCON

Distress Category and Type Cause or Probable Cause t

Cracks at joints, edges and other openings Poor joint construction or materials in joint; late
sawing; thermal expansion; poor load transfer; frost
attack; aggregates freezing; inadequate air-entrained
concrete; alkali-aggregate reactivity; sulfate attack.

Random cracking pattern distributed over span Crazing; plastic shrinkage; drying shrinkage;
thermal stress; alkali-silica reaction; sulfate attack;
frost attack.

Generally straight cracks in slab Restrained temperature stress; drying shrinkage;
structural defects (dowel bar, late sawing, pavement
movement); settlement of subbase or subgrade;
inadequate foundation with heavy repeated traffic
loads; corrosion; poor consolidation of concrete
under reinforcement; alkali-carbonate reaction;
alkali-silica reaction; combination (compression
failure, poor longitudinal joint construction, drying
shrinkage); corrosion.

Sealant failure Poor bonding ability of sealant; improper
preparation of sealant groove; poor application
practices; incorrect sealant dimensions; lifetime of
sealant reached; premature failure of a poor sealant.

Joint related cracking Poor construction joint; ingress of incompressible
materials into joint; corrosion of dowel; late sawing;
thermal expansion; poor load transfer; misalignment
of crack inducers.

Joint related spaUing Weak concrete; poor consolidation; infiltration of
particles; mechanical damage of joint during
construction; incompressibles entering joint; dowel
restraint.

Joint faulting Lack of load transfer system at joint; pumping;
settlement of foundation.

Surface spalling and popouts Corrosion of reinforcing steel; frost attack;
contaminated aggregate supply.

Surface scaling Combination of frost attack and deicing salts; frost
attack; poor construction practices.

Potholes Weak concrete.

Polishing of aggregate Poor abrasion and polishing resistance

1Maynot be inclusive.
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Table 4. Continuously reinforced concrete pavement distresses and their causes
covered in HWYCON

Distress Category and Type Cause or Probable Cause
ill

Steel rupture; drying shrinkage; thermal restraint; frictional
Transverse cracking resistance between the pavement and support base.

Edge punchout Localized loss of support between two closely-spaced transverse
cracks that results in slab deflection under heavy loads.

Longitudinal cracking Improper construction, corrosion, poor consolidation, loss of
foundation support.

Diagonal cracks Loss of foundation support.

Multiple cracks localized near joint Frost attack; alkali-aggregate reactivity; sulfate attack.

Multiple cracks irregularly distributed Alkali-carbonate; alkali-silica reaction; volumetric expansion;
over slab sulfate attack; frost attack; change in subgrade; poor quality

concrete;poor drainage.

Joint related (construction joints, Poorly consolidated concrete; improper steel placement; rupture
longitudinal joints, lane-shoulder joints) of reinforcing steel; weak concrete; foundation settlement;

improper construction.

Surface spalling and popouts Corrosion of reinforcing steel; frost attack; contaminated
aggregate supply; poor quality concrete.

Surface scaling Frost attack; poor construction; dusting.

Potholes Weak concrete.

Aggregate polishing Poor abrasion resistance or polishing resistance.

Table 5. CONSTRUC-D for bridge deck distresses and their associated causes,
covered in HWYCON

Distress Category and Type Cause or Probable Cause 2

Longitudinal cracking Corrosion induced by chloride ions; drying shrinkage; alkali-aggregate
reaction; plastic shrinkage; plastic settlement.

Transverse cracking Combination of dead and live loads; weak concrete.

Diagonal cracks Stresses induced by restraint to load; drying shrinkage; dead and live loads.

Random cracks Any process that induces cracking.

Pattern or map cracks Overworking surface during finishing; alkali-aggregate reaction; plastic
shrinkage; drying shrinkage; freezing and thawing action; sulfate attack.

Spalling and popouts Corrosion; freezing water; rebars too close to surface; contamination of
cracks at surface; heavy traffic; frost attack; contamination of aggregate
supply.

Scaling Combination of freezing and thawing and application of deicing salts.

Polishing of aggregate Poor abrasion or polishing resistance.

2May not be inclusive.
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Table 6. CONSTRUC-D for structures and their associated causes, covered in
HWYCON

Distress Category and Type Cause or Probable Cause 3

Longitudinal cracking Corrosion caused by chloride ions; corrosion caused by carbonation;
freezing and thawing action; inadequate air-entrainment; alkali-aggregate
reaction; plastic settlement; plastic shrinkage; plastic settlement.

Map or pattern cracking Overworking of concrete surface during finishing; low permeability; sulfate
attack; alkali-aggregate reaction; early thermal expansion/contraction; plastic
shrinkage; overall expansion.

Diagonal cracking Shear stresses; tensile stresses.

Random cracking Various causes that induce cracking.

Scaling and disintegration Sulfate attack; dusting; frost attack/deicing salts.

determination of the cause of the distress. The program then recommends appropriate tests to
determine the cause of the distress.

5.2 Use of HWYCON In Highway Practices

The anticipated users of HWYCON were presented in figure 4. Each subsystem is designed
to be used separately. Except in the case of durability and fast-track knowledge in
CONMAT, which can be accessed from the repair and rehabilitation subsystem. It is
expected that information obtained from one subsystem will be used in another. Identifying
distresses and their causes can assist in the design of durable replacement material or the
proper rehabilitation method.

5.2.1 Diagnostics

The approach the expert system takes mimics the way an expert would go about diagnosing a
distress. It queries the user for information on the type of structure and distress (e.g.
cracking in a pavement, spalling of a bridge deck), the location of the distress and exposure
conditions. A session may involve questions related to the constituents and composition of
the concrete, such as if the concrete is air entrained, what type of aggregate is involved or
what the aggregate's history is in relation to known cases of reactivity. Visual presentations
of knowledge are used extensively throughout the diagnostics subsystems in the form of
digitized photographs and drawings of distresses. Often it is not possible to explain visual
features of a distress in text. This capability allows the operator to view examples and see the
(sometimes minor) differences in similar distresses, such as the pattern and orientation of
cracking. Figure 10 shows an example of two crack patterns that are sometimes confused

3Maynotbe inclusive.
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Figure 10. Examples of two crack patterns, ASR (top) and frost attack (bottom).
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Figure 11. Drawing of examples of some distresses that could occur in jointed concrete
pavements.

when making a diagnosis. Figure 11 is a drawing which shows examples of materials-related
distresses that could occur in jointed concrete pavements. This approach to diagnostics is
considered to be an improvement over conventional methods because it gives the user an
approach to problem solving at the expert level, and it provides the operator with a coherent
system containing knowledge in different forms. It also formalizes the definitions of
distresses; it helps to eliminate ambiguities. Also included in the system is an explanation of
the significance of background information on distress types and tests and advises why it is
important that certain questions are being asked. An on-line bibliography is also provided to
assist the staff in conducting further investigation or analysis of distresses. At this time,
HWYCON evaluates distresses individually. At present, there is no provision to make
conclusions in situations that involve multiple causes or distresses that occur simultaneously
at one location.

5.2.2 Selection of Materials for Construction and Reconstruction

Designing concrete to perform satisfactorily in adverse environments requires knowledge
about the anticipated exposure conditions, accepted and proven methods for specifying the
amount and performance of constituents, and specifications for the production and placement
of the concrete, such as desired opening times. CONMAT gives recommendations on the
design of concrete for four areas of durability and includes knowledge on three methods. The
durability areas include: 1) corrosion of reinforcing steel; 2) sulfate attack; 3) freezing and
thawing actions; and 4) alkali-aggregate reactions. The methods represented in the knowledge
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base include: 1) recycling concrete; 2) permeable bases; and 3) fast track concrete. Table 7

shows the durability areas and their respective knowledge areas. Table 8 shows the

I knowledge areas for the materials procedures included in CONMAT.

Materials durability knowledge included in CONMAT closely parallels the Guide to Durable

Concrete published by the American Concrete Institute, Committee 201. This document

served as the basis for developing the knowledge. New knowledge from other SHRP projects

on freezing and thawing actions and alkali-aggregate reactivity was also included in the

subsystem, along with knowledge from high-level experts in the field of concrete durability.

Knowledge related to concrete procedures was developed from states using advanced methods

and the SHRP C-205 project on High-Performance Concrete. The use of CONMAT will
assist state DOT staff in specifying concrete.

5.2.3 Repair and Rehabilitation of Concrete Pavements

The HWYCON subsystem CONPAV-R gives recommendations on the selection of materials

and procedures for the repair and rehabilitation of concrete pavements. The program assumes

Table 7. CONMATdurabilityand knowledgeareas

Durability Area Knowledge Area

Alkali-aggregate reaction Determination of reactivity potential, recommendations on use of reactive
aggregate.

Corrosion of reinforcing steel Selection of materials (cementitious materials, aggregate, mix water,
reinforcing steel, admixtures).
Concrete design (concrete cover, exposure to water, deicing chemicals,
soil subbase materials, chlorides).

Freeze and thawing action Prevention of scaling; severity of freezing and thawing (moderate, severe);
conventional highway concrete; high performance concrete; selection of
aggregate; selection of admixtures; and cementitious materials.

Sulfate attack Sulfates in soil and water for mild, moderate, severe, and very severe
environments; selection of admixtures; cementitious materials.

Table 8. CONMAT knowledge for repair and rehabilitation procedures

CONMAT Procedure Knowledge Area

Fast track Selection of materials for fast track concrete for bridge decks, patches and small
sections for early opening times of 4, 12, and 24 hours.

Recycling concrete Use of aggregate, use of other constituents of concrete if durability problems exist.

Permeable bases Stabilized and unstabilized bases, separator layers, and edge drainage systems.
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that the procedure has already been chosen. The procedures covered in CONPAV-R include
bonded and unbonded overlays, full and partial depth repairs, and diamond grinding and
milling (see figure 9). CONPAV-R gives recommendations on materials and steps for
performing the procedure. The American Concrete Pavement Association has an active
program in this area and has published technical bulletins covering this area. Knowledge
from these documents and drawings are represented in CONPAV-R. The operation of
CONPAV-R involves the user specifying whether information is needed on procedures or
materials. The procedures portion of the knowledge includes descriptions of steps for
conducting the procedure (e.g. partial-depth repair, bonded overlay). Knowledge about
recommendations on materials for procedures is based on the desired opening time. Opening
times of 4 to 6 hours, 12 to 24 hours, and greater than 24 hours are available. Bonded and
unbonded overlays, and diamond grinding and millings knowledge includes information on
new developments in those areas.

6. Development Process

Initial steps in the development of HWYCON involved establishing criteria for determining
the scope of the knowledge domain, the sources of knowledge, performance of the
computerized system, user review and feedback, and system implementation. Table 9 shows
the criteria established for the development and implementation of the expert system. To
accomplish this task, numerous groups and individuals were consulted. One of the main
objectives of the system was to capture and transfer the knowledge being produced in other
SHRP projects. High-level experts at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
SHRP C-206 project team members, and other experts in the field of concrete were chosen to
assist in the various activities. State DOTs were asked to provide information related to their
area of expertise. Literature searches, guides, specifications and technical notes were

Table 9. Criteria for the development and implementation of HWYCON
II

Criterion Goal
I

Target audience (staff) Diagnostics: inspectors and engineers
Materials Selection: concrete specifiers
Repair�Rehabilitation:engineers, decision makers

Target audience (level of existing knowledge) Mid-level and below

Modifications and enhancements to knowledge base Selection of a development tool to allow knowledge
to be segmented and modified easily.

Interpretation of knowledge Allowing the use of different forms of knowledge
(rules, pictures, drawings, databases, explanatory
information).

Implementation computer platform Use of desktop and portable personal computers.

Feedback and review Developing prototype systems to allow quick startup
and easy user interface.
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obtained by the development team for evaluation, review, and incorporation into the
knowledge base. The staff of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Transportation
Research Board (TRB), and American Association of State Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) staff were interviewed. In addition, staff members from associations, institutes,
academia, and other groups working in the knowledge domain were interviewed. Table 10
identifies the principal groups involved in the development and implementation of
HWYCON, and their area of contribution.

A library containing the most current and state-of-the-art developments in cement and
concrete for highway activities was established and is maintained at NIST.

Many steps are involved in the production of an operational expert system. These steps can
be divided into four phases: 1) conceptual design; 2) knowledge acquisition and prototype
development; 3) review and modification; and 4) product delivery. The specific steps taken
for each of the categories were as follows:

Conceptual Design Phase
1. Conduct a literature review.

2. Develop state-of-the-art report.
3. Evaluate computer hardware and software development tools.
4. Interview domain experts, state DOTs, highway industry.

Knowledge Acquisition and Prototype Development Phase
1. Develop methods for integrating knowledge.
2. Review and evaluate guides, specifications, manuals.
3. Interview domain experts, users.
4. Develop knowledge trees.
5. Review knowledge trees by expert team.
6. Acquire and enhance photographs/drawings.
7. Develop computerized prototype.

Prototype Review and Revision Phase
1. Review of prototype system by development team.
2. Modify prototype.
3. Distribute prototype to users for review and demonstrate at transportation shows and

conferences.
4. Evaluate review comments and revise prototype as needed.

Development of Operational System Phase
1. Develop installation and quick reference manual.
2. Develop user and developer reference document.
3. Distribute operational system to SHRP.

Since many expert systems never reach an operational status, and a stigma exists concerning
expert systems, it was felt that user feedback during the development process was essential.
Development ofprototype systems was needed in order to solicit review and comment. This
became an important part of system development since review comments indicated changes
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necessary in the design and operation of future revisions. Comments were received from
approximately 60 per cent of the systems distributed. This is considered to be an unusually
high number of responses, particularly for expert systems.

Each subsystem was initially developed and distributed independently, in the following
sequence:

1. Concrete Pavement Diagnostics (CONPAV-R).

2. Concrete Structures-Bridge Decks (CONSTRUC-D).

3. Concrete Structures-Substructure (CONSTRUC-D).

4. Selection of Materials (CONMAT).

5. Concrete Pavement Repair and Rehabilitation (CONPAV-R).

The sequence of acquiring the knowledge and developing the prototype involved determining
the scope of the knowledge to be contained in the subsystem; evaluating the literature and
interviewing experts; developing the knowledge tree; and finally, developing the
computerized version using the expert system development shell program. The knowledge
tree served as the vehicle for communication between the experts who interpreted and
organized the knowledge in a hierarchical structure and the knowledge engineer who
developed the computerized version of the knowledge. A computer text file was used to
initially record the knowledge in a question and answer sequence form along with a network
diagram. Using this format, the knowledge engineer developed the knowledge tree. The
knowledge tree was useful for two purposes: 1) it provided the source document for
converting the knowledge to question-and-answer display, and explanatory displays, and for
developing the systems rules and procedures (computer-coded algorithms); and 2) it was
useful as a synopsis for experts and reviewers to review since it provided a "road map" for
the knowledge contained in the system.

Review comments were evaluated by the development team and changes made in operational
features and the knowledge base. Most operational changes were made resulting from
reviews from the first prototype of the CONPAV-D subsystem. These addressed:

• Repeat session and restart options.
• Increased use of push buttons.
• Multiple choice selections from question and answer screens.
• Improvements in the quality and use of visual information.

Changes were also made to the knowledge base to improve user understanding and to correct
errors found in paths, conclusions and recommendations. Again, the knowledge trees were
instrumental in identifying the portion of the knowledge base or operational components that
required changing. Also, the use of the object-oriented system architecture allowed changes
to be made more easily because user displays, rules, and object attributes could be identified
quickly.
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7. Knowledge Sources

The knowledge base for HWYCON was developed using what was considered to be the best
sources available during the development period. Sources were investigated and used based
on the analysis and interpretation of the high-level experts. Organizations having expertise
and published documents are examples of this knowledge. The decision to include knowledge
was made by the expert development team. Because of the vast amount of knowledge and the
need to assess its validity, acquiring and validating the knowledge was a major effort in the
development stage. The process of knowledge acquisition consisted of the following
activities:

® Literature searches.

• Interviews with concrete experts.
® Interviews with state DOTs

• SHRP Expert Task Group (ETG) meetings.

• Review of published guidelines, standards, and practices.

• Interviews with SHRP project investigators.

The major organizations that made significant contributions to the knowledge of HWYCON
were the following:

• ERES, Inc.

• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

o American Concrete Institute (ACI)

• American Concrete Pavement Association (ACPA)

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

• State DOTs

The development strategy for the knowledge base was to first assemble and organize the
knowledge using the approach an expert would take to address the problem or activity. Then
a narrative description of the knowledge was developed in a question-and-answer format.
Goals (conclusions and recommendations) were also developed at this time. A network-like
diagram was generated to provide a logical sequence to the knowledge. The network
connected the knowledge components to one another and to a specific goal. This format was
then reviewed by the expert team, and additions of new knowledge and changes were also
made to reflect the most effective approach and best knowledge available. In some cases,
reviewers were given this information during the prototype review stage. Bibliographic
references are also included in each of the HWYCON subsystems. Appendix B shows a
complete bibliography of HWYCON's knowledge sources. These are referenced in
explanatory, conclusion, and recommendation displays. Push buttons contained in the help
facility of each subsystem provide access to a bibliography for the knowledge area, which
will assist users in further investigation and analysis.
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8. User Responsibilities

HWYCON's conclusions and recommendations are meant to be used as a decision-making
tool. The final responsibility for the decision stills lies with the user. Although the system
contains high-level information, it is important to understand that variations can occur in the
perception of the structure's performance and condition. The misstatement of the observer or
absence of information may make the recommendation invalid. Users are encouraged to
conduct the tests and procedures recommended by the system. Also, standard test methods
should be used in the prediction and measurement of materials performance. If a result is
inconclusive after all tests and procedures have been exhausted, an expert familiar with the
problem should be consulted.

9. Operational Requirements

The use of HWYCON requires the following:

• An IBM4 or compatible desk top or portable computer.
® DOS 5 software Operating system with Windows 3.1.
• Information about the concrete highway structure.

Figure 12 illustrates the recommended computer configuration and software and the types of
user-supplied information necessary to use HW¥CON. Recommendations on the computer
hardware are based on tests that were conducted to measure the optimum performance and
resource needs. The software recommendations are based on compatibility requirements for
the expert system run-only software and knowledge base files. User-supplied information
necessary for the operation of HWYCON involves answering questions that are asked during
each session. Each subsystem requires a different type of information, as follows:

Diagnostics (CONPAV-D and CONSTRUC-D)
• Type of pavement or structure.
• Type of construction (e.g., bridge deck).
• Type, location, direction, size or appearance of the distress.
• Information about the constituents of the concrete (e.g., aggregate type).
• Previous history of problems (e.g., sulfate attack).

4
The reference to IBM computers does not reflect an endorsement of the manufacturer. Rather, it is meant to give reference to a

class of computers that includes many different manufacturers. The performance, price, and compatibility varies greatly among

manufacturers and distributors, and this reference implies near compatibility in the central processing unit, the computer bus architecture,

and the recording formats for data and programs.

5
DOS is the "Disk Operating System" that runs the computer hardware. DOS is often referenced by different names, including MS-

DOS, PC-DOS, COMPAQ-DOS, IBM-DOS and many others. Often, manufactures change the name of DOS and add extensions or make

modifications to the way it performs for certain functions. HWYCON is compatible with all of the above referenced versions of DOS

beginning with version 3.0. However, differences may exist in other versions which have not been tested with HWYCON, and users may

haveconfiguredtheircomputersystemsin sucha waythat HWYCONmay notbe totallycompatible.An exampleof thiscouldbe thevideo
graphics capability. In general, if the computer runs Windows 3.1 and its supported protocols and programs, HWYCON also will be
compatible.
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User-Supplied Info
Diagnostics: field (

Materials Selection: environment,
materials, desired procedure

Repair and Rehabilitation:
SOFTWARE method, materials, procedures

-DOS 3.0 or greater
-Windows 3.1

20 megabytes
free disk space

4 megabytes of
Super VGA _ memory
graphics:
1024 X 768 3.5" (1.44 mega
resolution byte) or 5.25"

(1.2 mega byte)
•_ disk drive

386 or 486
Processor

mouse

Figure 12. Recommended minimum computer configuration and the types of user-
supplied information necessary to use HWYCON

• Exposure conditions (e.g., freezing).
• Failure of materials (e.g., adhesion loss of joint sealants).

Selection of materials (CONMAT)
• Durability area or procedure for designing the concrete.
• Past record or performance of materials based on test methods.
• Type of material to be used in specifying the concrete.
• Exposure conditions.
• Required opening time for project.
• Type of permeable base.
• Type of construction (e.g., reinforced or plain concrete pavement).

Repair and rehabilitation (CONPAV-R)
• Procedure to be used (e.g., full-depth repair, bonded overlay).
• Information type (e.g., recommendations on materials or procedures).
• Required opening time.

Although HWYCON can be instructed through the use of a keyboard, this method is not
recommended because it is a very tedious operation. Instead, the use of a pointing device
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(such as a mouse) is recommended. The pointing device allows the user to select the desired
answer(s) to questions and to view the visual and explanatory knowledge contained in the
system. Push buttons are used exclusively throughout the system to assist the user in
conducting the session. Conclusions and recommendations may suggest tests to be conducted
in confirming distress causes, or to predict the performance of materials such as aggregate.
HWYCON was designed to be an easy way to use the computer tool that does not require
knowledge about how the a computer operates internally. However, the assumption is made
that the user is familiar with basic requirements for operating computers and software. These
include the following:

• Power on and booting procedures.
• Procedures and commands for loading floppy diskettes.
• Operation of a mouse pointing device.
• Basic commands for Windows 3.1 (e.g., starting, selecting windows, selecting

program icons, and exiting Windows).

Help facilities are available at the start of each HWYCON subsystem. The topics covered in
the help facilities include: 1) information needed to use the subsystem; 2) use of push
buttons; and 3) bibliographic references. These will assist the user in understanding the
operational requirements for the system, particularly for new and infrequent users. In
addition, an installation and overview document is distributed with the expert system
diskettes.

10. HWYCON Development and Implementation

10.1 Level5 Object Expert System Shell Development Program

Expert systems can be developed using a variety of tools and languages. Examples of
languages that were developed for expert systems are LISP and PROLOG. It normally takes
longer to develop systems using these languages, additional staff may be required and they
tend to be highly specialized. Conversely, expert system shell programs tend to take less time
for development and they contain development tools to assist the developer. Examples of the
tools include display and rule editors, debugging aids, and graphical and imaging capabilities
or interfaces. The Level5 Object (Information Builders 1993a) development tool used to
develop HWYCON is an example of commercial software available today. The following
capabilities are included in Level5 Object:

• Object, display, rule editors.
• Tool for monitoring the session.
• Values editor to determine the status of object and attributes.
• A database interface.
• An agenda editor (for specifying expert system goals).
• Knowledge tree editor and navigator.
• Windows editor.
• Import/export facilities.
• Run facility.
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A separate software package available from Information Builders allows developers to
produce encrypted knowledge base files for the distribution of production systems. This
package, called the Level5 Run-Only Module was used in the distribution of the HWYCON
prototype versions through a unlimited right to distribute from Information Builders. Version
3.1 of this software is distributed with HWYCON. A software license for 3,000 copies was
obtained from Information Builders, Inc. Copying the Level5 Object Run-Only software
diskette is not permitted except to produce a backup copy.

One of the major advantages of using Level5 Object was the ability to use different inference
procedures. HWYCON uses both backward chaining and forward chaining inference. An
example of how these are used follows:

Backward chaining: Involves the execution of rules in search of a goal. The goal in this
case is a conclusion or recommendation. The user supplies information about the structure or
procedure and the system attempts to find a suitable goal.

Forward chaining: Involves the use of "when changed" or "when needed" procedures and
demons. Procedures and demons are algorithmic statements that direct the computer to
process the knowledge in a previously specified manner. When changed procedures are used
in HWYCON, demons are not. The use of "when changed" procedures involves a change in
the value of an attribute which is triggered by the user selecting a response to a question and
then clicking the mouse on the "enter" push button. The push button is attached to an
attribute that is linked to a "when changed" procedure that contains a set of IF-THEN-ELSE
procedural statements used to evaluate the user's response. Another use of forward chaining
involves the attachment of displays to a push button. This in effect "advances" the execution
of the expert system in a predetermined logical manner. Although HWYCON is considered
to be goal driven, the forward chaining inference is used most frequently in the system.

For a more detailed explanation of expert system inference procedures, Waterman (1986) is a
notable reference for understanding the basic fundamentals of how expert systems can
operate. To understand how the Level5 Object shell program operates, the Level5 Reference
(Information Builders 1993b) and User's Guide (Information Builders 1993c) is published
with the software.

As the name Level5 Object implies, the development tool is based on an object-oriented
design. Object oriented progrannning has become a popular architecture for software
engineering today. Object-oriented structure contributes the following features to expert
systems:

• Objects can inherit the properties of other objects.
• Object attributes can have attachment that characterize their use and definition

(e.g., search method, initial values, displays, queries, "when changed"
procedures).

• User displays can be developed that contain objects of many different types and can
allow the user to select, modify, or determine their value and status.

• Systems that are object oriented can be easily modified because it is easier to
determine where and how knowledge is represented.
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• Interfaces to different forms of knowledge are available.

Object-oriented programming is considerably different from conventional programming such
as FORTRAN and PASCAL, and the learning curve may be equivalent in time. However,
becoming proficient in this method will increase programmer productivity and program
readability.

10.2 Imaging Software

The section describing HWYCON knowledge referred to digitized images that represent
photographs and drawings of distresses and procedures (see figures 10 and 11). These images
became a very important feature of the system. The capture, enhancement, and storage
required the use of a scanning device and imaging software. Photographs were obtained from
state DOTs, the SHRP Distress Identification Manual for the Long-Term Pavement
Performance Studies (SHRP 1993), ERES, Inc., and other organizations, such as the
American Concrete Pavement Association, and Construction Technology Laboratories. In
some cases, the quality of the photographs was unacceptable but the subject matter was
desirable. Image processing techniques were used to improve the quality of the photographs.
These included sharpening and equalization filters. In nearly all cases, the final image
exceeded the quality of the original photograph. For example, crack patterns could be
enhanced, making them more pronounced and without changing their characteristics. The
software used in acquiring the images was Publisher's Paintbrush, version 2.0 (Zsoft 1991).
This software allowed images in the bit-mapped format readable by the Level5 Object shell
program to be included in the HWYCON displays that are presented to the user.

It was necessary to develop a set of optimum parameters for capturing and processing the
images using the imaging software. Critical factors included: 1) disk storage requirements for
the image; 2) resolution and quality; 3) compatibility with Windows and Level5 Object; and
4) viewing size. Table 11 lists the adopted parameters that were selected for use with the
HWYCON system.

Table 11. Image processing parameters for HWYCON
digitized images

Parameter Value

Resolution 600 dots per inch

Halftone Bayer

Scale factor 25 %

Image format Bit-mapped

Image type Gray scale

Brightness and contrast Automatic as calibrated with scanner

Gray scale levels 256

Sharpening filter 10-30%
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The storage requirements for images varied with the size of the original photograph or
drawing. 'The typical storage requirement for each image ranged from 15,000 to 55,000
bytes. The size of the original was between 102 mm and 203 mm in width and 203 mm and

254 mm in height. Considerable emphasis was placed on compressing the size due to the

increase in the total size of a Level5 Object module that contains images.

10.3 HWYCON Architecture

The architecture of HWYCON consists of three subsystems, each of which contains modules

that with specific knowledge areas. For example, the CONMAT subsystem is represented in

eight different modules, one main module, four each for the durability areas, and three each

for procedures. This design allowed the system to be modified more effectively and provides
the maximum efficiency for operating the system. Generally, once a module is loaded within

a HWYCON subsystem, all of the necessary inference procedures and knowledge are
resident in the computer's memory. Exceptions to this are in the CONPAV-D and

CONSTRUC-D diagnostics subsystems in which the knowledge on crack distresses was

further divided for operating efficiency. Table 12 through 15 list all of the HWYCON
subsystem module names and their knowledge areas.

Figures 13 and 14 show the interrelationships among the HWYCON modules. The
connecting lines shown between the modules indicate that modules can call other modules.

Table 12. CONPAV-D modules and knowledge areas

Module Name Knowledge Area

CPDMAIN Mainmodule for selecting pavementtype and distresses.

CPDJC Jointedpavementmodule for crackdistresses.

CPDJE Jointed pavementmodule for cracksat joints, edges and other openings.

CPDJRC Jointedpavementmodule for randomcrackdistresses.

CPDJSC Jointed pavementmodule for straightcrackdistresses.

CPDJJ Jointed pavement module for joint-relateddistresses.

CPDJSD Jointed pavementmodulefor surfacedistresses.

CPDC Continuouslyreinforcedpavementmodule for selecting of distresses and transverse
cracking.

CPDCC Continuouslyreinforcedpavementmodule for crackingdistresses.

CPDCJ Continuouslyreinforcedpavementmodule for joint related distresses.

CPDCSD Continuouslyreinforcedpavementmodule for surfacedistresses.
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Table 13. CONSTRUC-D modules and knowledge areas

Module Name Knowledge Area

CSDMAIN Main module for selecting bridge deck construction type and exposure conditions.

CSDCNYY Concrete bridge deck with uncoated rebars; exposed to freezing conditions, and deicing
salts.

CSDCNYN Concrete bridge deck with uncoated rebars; exposed to freezing conditions.

CSDCYXX Concrete bridge deck with coated rebars.

CSDCXNX Concrete bridge deck not exposed to freezing conditions.

CSDCNNXY Concrete bridge deck with uncoated rebars; not exposed to freezing conditions, and exposed
to sea water.

CSDSYXX Concrete and steel bridge deck with coated rebars

CSDSXYN Concrete and steel bridge deck exposed to freezing conditions, and no deicing salts.

CSDSXYY Concrete and steel bridge exposed to freezing conditions and deicing salts.

CSDSXNX Concrete and steel bridge deck not exposed to freezing conditions.

CSDSNNXY Concrete and steel bridge deck with uncoated rebars; not exposed to freezing conditions and
exposed to sea water.

CSDST Module for diagnostics of the distresses that occur in structures.

Table 14. CONMAT modules and knowledge areas

Module Name Knowledge Area

CMATMAIN Main module for selecting the durability area or procedure.

CMATAGG Recommendations on alkali-aggregate reactivity.

CMATCOR Recommendations on corrosion of reinforcing steel.

CMATFRZ Recommendations on freezing and thawing.

CMATSULF Recommendations on sulfate attack.

CMATRCY Recommendations on recycling concrete.

CMATPERM Recommendations on permeable bases.

CMATFTRK Recommendations on fast track concrete.

Table 15. CONPAV-R module and knowledge area

Module Name Knowledge Area

CONPAVR Recommendations for concrete pavement repair and rehabilitation
materials and procedures.
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Figure 13. CONPAV-D and CONSTRUC-D interrelationships among modules
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Figure 14. CONMAT and CONPAV-R interrelationships among modules
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This function is performed using a "chaining" capability available in the Level5 Object shell
program. Chaining is synonymous with conventional programming subroutine calls in which
programs can call other programs. This action is initiated by the user selecting options shown
in the question and answer displays. At the top of each subsystem diagram the main module
(e.g., CPDMAIN) is shown. This module serves as the starting point for each subsystem and
is activated by the user clicking on the icon shown in the HWYCON expert system window.

Within each of the HWYCON modules, knowledge is represented in a hierarchical tree
structure. This structure logically connects the knowledge components of the system. For

: example, the CONMAT corrosion of reinforcing steel module (CMATCOR.) includes
recommendations on the allowable chloride content and cement type. The knowledge
contained in the recommendations is connected to question-and-answer displays that request
the user to specify the topic desired, namely, recommendations on chloride content or
selection of cementitious materials. The knowledge tree was used as a road map for
reviewing knowledge and making modifications to the computerized system.

HWYCON's is divided into components. In this context, components include objects,
procedures, and displays that are necessary to represent the knowledge. Figure 15 shows the
components of HWYCON, how they are connected, and their definition or function. Another
major component of the system is the processing capability, or logic, for the system that is
provided by the Level5 Object inference engine. The inference engine uses rules, procedures,
push buttons and object attribute values and their status to process the knowledge. Processing
of the knowledge implies that a sequence of occurrences (question-and-answer display) is
presented to the user in search of a conclusion or recommendation (a goal).

10.4 Packaging and Distribution

HWYCON is distributed to users with this document and seven 3.5-in. diskettes. The

diskettes' contents are shown in table 16. The developers diskette set, which contains the
source files for HWYCON, were delivered to SHRP and were not intended for distribution to

users. The philosophy behind the development of HWYCON was to maintain a pristine copy
that would be modified by a central organization. The organization would make updates and

1 changes and then distribute the system to users, which would maintain integrity in the
knowledge base. The knowledge base files contained in the user diskette set were encrypted
using a capability available in the Level5 Run-Only program. The application files are
identified with an ".app" file name extension and cannot be modified. The knowledge base
files in the developers diskette set are identified with the ".knb" file name extension. These

files were used to generate the application files. Table 17 lists the contents of the developers
diskette set. In order to modify any of the HWYCON knowledge base files, the developer
would have to purchase a copy of the Level5 Object Expert System Shell Program
(Information Builders 1993a).
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Figure 15. HWYCON knowledge components, connectivity, and function
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Table 16. HWYCON user distribution diskette set contents

Diskette #/Name File Names Contents

1. Run-Only System Disk Level5 Object Run-Only program

2. CONPAV-D CPDCC.APP Concrete Pavements Diagnostics
CPDC.APP
CPDCJ.APP
CPDCSD.APP
CPDJE.APP
CPDJJ.APP
CPDJRC.APP
CPDJDSC.APP
CPDJSD.APP
CPDMAIN.APP

3. CONSTRUC-D CSDMAIN.APP Concrete Structures Diagnostics (Bridge Decks)
CSDCNNXY.APP
CSDCNYN.APP
CSDCNYY.APP
CSDCXNX.APP
CSDCYXX.APP
CSDSNNXY.APP
CSDSXNX.APP
CSDSXYN.APP
CSDSXYY.APP
CSDSYXX.APP

4. CONSTRUC-D CSDSXNX.APP Concrete Structures Diagnostics (Bridge Decks)
CSCSXYN.APP
CSDSXYY.APP
CSDSYXX.APP

5. CONMAT CMATAGG.APP Concrete Materials Selection
CMATCOR.APP
CMATFRZ.APP
CMATSULF.APP
CMATPERM.APP
CMATRCY.APP
CMATFTRK.APP

6. CONPAV-R CONPAVR.APP Concrete Pavement Repair/Rehabilitation
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Table 17. HWYCON developers distribution diskette set contents

Diskette #/Name File Names Contents

1. CONPAV-D CPDC.KNB, CPDCC.KNB, Concrete Pavement Diagnostics
CPDCJ.KNB,CPDCSD.KNB,
CPDJE.KNB, CPDJJ.KNB,
CPDJRC.KNB, CPDJSC.KNB,
CPDJSD.KNB, CPDMAIN.KNB

2. CONSTRUC-D CSDCNNXY.KNB Concrete Structures Diagnostics (Bridge Decks)
CSDCNYN.KNB
CSDCNYY.KNB
CSDCXNX.KNB
CSDCYXX.KNB
CSDSNNXY.KNB
CSDSXNX.KNB
CSDSXYN.KNB
CSDSXYY.KNB
CSDSYXX.KNB
CSDMAIN.KNB

3. CONSTRUC-D CSDST.KNB Concrete Structures Diagnostics (Structures)

4. CONMAT CMATAGG.KNB Concrete Materials Selection
CMATCOR.KNB
CMATFRZ.KNB
CMATSULF.KNB
CMATPERM.KNB
CMATRCY.KNB
CMATFTRK.KNB
CMATMAIN.KNB

5. CONPAV-R CONPAVR.KNB Concrete Pavement Repair/Rehabilitation

6. CONPAV-D, *.BMP HWYCON digitized images
CONSTRUC-D,
CONPAV-R

III

11. Installation Procedures

The installation of HWYCON subsystems, CONPAV-D, CONSTRUC-D, CONMAT, and
CONPAV-R involves installing the Level5 Run-Only Program Diskette, the six HWYCON
knowledge diskettes, and creating a HWYCON window and program icons. The Run-Only
program diskette and six knowledge diskettes each require a separate installation procedure.
The installation procedures also include the steps necessary to create a HWYCON window
and program icons. You may install HWYCON on hard drives or partitions with drive
designations other than C:. However, you must install the HWYCON knowledge diskettes
and the Run-Only Program Diskette in the same drive and subdirectory. There should be a
minimum of 15 million bytes of free disk storage available on the hard disk to install all of
the HWYCON subsystems. The instructions below describe the installation procedures.
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11.1 Install the Run-Only Program

1. Start Windows

2. Insert the HWYCON Run-Only System Disk into floppy drive a: or b:

3. Select the Windows Program Manager window, click on File, then on Run

4. Type a:setup.exe or b:setup.exe, depending on the floppy drive being used

5. Click on OK

6. Follow the instructions given by the Level5 Object Run Only setup process.

Use the default options for the installation, with the following exception: Specifiy HWYCON
as the subdirectory for storage of the Run-Only Program. See procedure b below.

Following is an example of the question and response sequence:

a. click OK to install the Run-Only Program Files

b. enter the subdirectory name, type c:\hwycon\

If you are using a different hard drive designation other than c:, substitute that
letter for the c: portion of the File command.

c. click OK to modify the autoexec.bat file

d. click OK to examine the autoexec.bat file

e. click OK to exit setup

11.2 Installing the HWYCON Knowledge Diskettes

1. Insert the HWYCON Knowledge Disk 1 in drive a: or b:

2. Select the Windows Program Manager window, click on File, then on Run

3. Type a:install.exe or b:install.exe, depending on the floppy drive being used

4. Click on OK

5. Follow the instructions displayed. Use the defaults when acceptable. The following default
values will be displayed:

- install floppy drive = a:

- hard disk drive = c:

- subdirectory = \hwycon

Insert the remaining five diskettes when requested, and return to Windows when prompted to
do so.
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11.3 Creating the HWYCON Version 4 Program Group and Icons

Establish the program group

1. Select the Windows Program Manager window

2. Click on File, then New

3. Click on Program Group, then click on OK

4. Type: HWYCON Version 4.0 in the Description field

5. Type: hwycon4.grp in the Group File field

6. Click on OK

Establish the CONPAV-D icon

1. Select the Windows Program Manger window

2. Click on File, then New

3. Click on OK

4. Type: CONPAV-D in the Description field

5. Type: lgro.exe cpdmain.app in the Command Line field

6. Type: c:\hwycon in the Working Directory field

7. Click on OK

Establish the CONSTRUC-D [Bridge Decks] icon

1. Select the Windows Program Manger window

2. Click on File, then New

3. Click on OK

4. Type: CONSTRUC-D [Bridge Decks] in the Description field

5. Type: 15ro.exe csdmain.app in the Command Line field

6. Type: e:\hwycon in the Working Directory field

7. Click on OK

Establish the CONSTRUC-D [Structures] icon

1. Select the Windows Program Manger window

2. Click on File, then New
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3. Click on OK

4. Type: CONSTRUC-D [Structures] in the Description field

5. Type: 15ro.exe csdt.app in the Command Line field

6. Type: e:\hwyeon in the Working Directory field

7. Click on OK

Establish the CONMAT icon

1. Select the Windows Program Manger window

2. Click on File, then New

3. Click on OK

4. Type: CONMAT in the Description field

5. Type: 15ro.exe cmatmain.app in the Command Line field

6. Type: e:\hwycon in the Working Directory field

7. Click on OK

Establish the CONPAV-R icon

1. Select the Windows Program Manger window

2. Click on File, then New

3. Click on OK

4. Type: CONPAV-R in the Description field

5. Type: 15ro.exe conpavr.app in the Command Line field

6. Type: c:\hwycon in the Working Directory field

7. Click on OK

Installation of HWYCON is now complete. Select a program icon to run a HWYCON
module.

12. Modifying HWYCON

Modifying the operation, logic, and knowledge base for HWYCON requires the Level5
Object expert system shell program. To include new images or to change existing images, an
image processing program is also required (see section 10.2). In order to use the Level5
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Object program, one must be familiar with the various editors, inference procedures, and
object attribute types available in the development program. It would be difficult to predict
how long it would take for someone to learn to use the tool. This would depend on their
knowledge of computing algorithms, object-oriented programming, and the magnitude of the
changes to be made. Some guidance can be offered, however, that will help in estimating the
level of effort required and whether present staff are suitable or whether to seek assistance.
The important factors in making this determination are presented in table 18 along with their
associated weight. By analyzing the factors and developing a total score, one can develop a
rough estimate of staff suitability. If the score is below 2.0, then it is suggested that
assistance be obtained from more knowledgeable resources. In any case, if no prior

experience exists with the Level5 Object program, one can assume that a minimum of 12
staff months would be required to learn the program and make major changes to the system.
There are learning tools available for the Level5 program through courses and an
applications study guide. However, experience indicates that these are only marginally
helpful. They tend to focus on aspects of the tool that are not necessarily helpful in the
development of HWYCON.

Table 18. Important factors in estimating staff requirements for modifying HWYCON

Factor Assigned Weight

Familiar with Level5 Object shell program. 1

Past experience with rule-based shell programs. .5

Past experience with algorithmic programming languages (e.g., FORTRAN, PASCAL). .5

Past experience with artificial intelligence programming languages (e.g. LISP, .5
PROLOG).

Familiar with imaging software. .5

Work or experience in highway concrete activities. 1

Familiar with DOS and Windows. .5
I

A number of strategies can be developed for modifying HWYCON. A particular strategy
would depend on the nature of the change and the person performing the changes. As one
gets more familiar with the knowledge and how it is to be represented and processed in its
computerized form, it is reasonable to expect that development strategies will change. This
was the case in the development of HWYCON. At first, the backward chaining rule-based
inference procedure was used exclusively, then it was determined through feedback from
users and desired operational efficiency that the forward-chaining procedures with push
buttons was preferred. Figure 16 shows the strategy used in developing a HWYCON module
and the Level5 Object facility needed. Figure 17 offers a scenario on how to reflect a change
in the CONMAT, corrosion of reinforcing steel module (CMATCOR). The change in figure
17 suggests that a new explanatory display is required to present the user with more
information about the selection of concrete variables and materials pertinent to their effect on
corrosion of reinforced concrete.
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Procedure Level5 Facility.

I Establish goal I Agenda editor
I

Define objects, attributes and
their compound items Object editor

and values

J
Develop when-changed

procedures (IF-THEN-ELSE)
that need user response Object editor

and evaluation

I

I Digitize, enhance and t Image processing
store pictures and drawings -- program

Develop user displays:
1. introductory and help,

2. question/answer, Display editor
3. explanatory, and
4. conclusion/recommendation.

I

[ Attach attributes'displaystopush buttons t--t Dip'-ed'to

I Run command,

Test and modify system I [ values list,
i session monitor

I Encrypt and distribute t-_ Run-only encryptor

Figure 16. Procedures used in the development of HWYCON and the Level5 Object
facility used
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open "cmatcor.knb"
corrosion knowledge base

I
using the Display editor,
open the "select interest

variable disp" screen

1
create a new push

button named "Explain"
for user to view

explanatory information

I
attach new push button
to new display screen

I
I create explanatory text I

window in new display

1
also create new push button

to allow return to
original display and
label it "Go back"

I
I o,oe .O,torI

I

I
l ,.tc_.,e. u_,n, J"run" command

Figure 17. Example of the recommended procedure for modifying the HWYCON
knowledge base
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The computer hardware and software requirements for making changes to HWYCON are
similar to those needed to operate the system. One exception is the scanning device for
acquiring images and the disk space necessary to store them. If no changes are necessary for
the visual information in HWYCON, then there is no need to have them available. In order
to store the entire knowledge base, both in .knb and .app formats, a hard disk with at least
80 megabytes of free space should be available. Memory requirements for running the
Level5 Object shell program are 4 megabytes. Figure 18 shows the recommended
configuration for a development computer suitable for making changes to HWYCON.

Scanner:
600 dots per inch

I

Laser printer: I , ,,,
399-600 dots
per inch

_. >110 mega-
byte hard disk

4-8 megabytes of
Super VGA memory
graphics: _ -
1024 X 768

resolution 3.5 In. floppy
disk: 1.44

386 or 486 _=mega byte
processor _--_-_)

mouse

Figure 18. Recommended minimum computer configuration for modifying HWYCON

13. Future Enhancements to HWYCON

In order for expert systems not to become obsolete, they must be nurtured and kept current
or they will become obsolete. This requires a mechanism for making modifications as
knowledge and needs change, and to include new knowledge. Under the SHRP C-206
Project, guidelines were established for the scope of knowledge and the criterion for
implementing the system. HWYCON can be made to address other problems and the scope
can be enlarged. This would make the system more comprehensive and useful to state DOTs.
In the three areas that HWYCON addresses, specific items have been identified.
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For example, causes of distresses often involve non-materials-related factors. Other distress
types could be added to include those dealing with interactions between concrete and the soil,
and structurally induced cracks in concrete pavements. Also, other SHRP projects were
completed concurrently with the C-206 project. It may be important to include this newly
developed knowledge in HWYCON. One example is the new knowledge developed in the
SHRP C-104 Project, which addressed the corrosion of reinforcing steel in bridge decks.

Other knowledge being developed in the SHRP C-205 project on High Performance Concrete
could be included in the CONMAT selection of materials module. Also, intrinsic materials-

related problems could be added to CONMAT. These would include areas such as plastic
shrinkage and thermal cracking. As stated earlier, the concrete repair and rehabilitation
subsystem (CONPAV-R) assumes that the user has already selected the procedure. This
subsystem could be enhanced to give recommendations on the selection of the repair method
based on the cause and the density of the distress. This would be a very powerful feature.
Other enhancements to CONPAV-R could include information on new repair/maintenance
materials, such as that gathered for the SHRP C-104 project on the repair and rehabilitation
of bridge decks (Purvis et al. 1994)

New operational features could also be included that were identified in the review and
feedback process from the prototype systems but were not included because of resource
limitations.
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Appendix A. Field Checklists for CONPAV-D
and CONSTRUC-D
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FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST

HWYCON-CONPAV-D (Jointed Concrete Pavements)

Place a mark in the appropriate box to indicate conditions observed in the pavement. This
information will be needed when operating CONPA V-D.

PAVEMENT TYPE: [] Jointed Reinforced Concrete Pavement (JRCP)

[] Jointed Plain Concrete Pavement (JPCP)
DISTRESS TYPE:

[] CRACKING
[] At joints, edges and other openings
[] localized near joints
[] random crack pattern

Pattern:

[] single crack having random directions
[] map or bulky

Form dosed Patterns:

[] yes
Diameter: [] < 50 mm [] = > 50 mm

[] no

Appearance of clean break with matching
irregularities:
[] yes [] no [] can't tell

Direction:

[] straight

Direction and Appearance:
[] perpendicular and no rust

[] perpendicular with rust

[] diagonal
[] longitudinal
[] closely spaced or map

Spacing:
[] < 10 mm and darkened

[] => 10mm

[] viscous gel present

[] Generally straight crack
Direction:

[] transverse [] longitudinal
[] diagonal [] divides slab in segments

[] diagonal @ 45 degrees to slab edges (0.2 to 2 meter spacing)
[] transverse cracking regularly spaced 3 meters
[] transverse cracking not regularly spaced
[] longitudinal cracking over rebars in JRCP
[] rust stains present in JRCP
[] long predominantly straight cracks parallel to center in JRCP
[] series of parallel, longitudinal cracks with randomly spaced

transverse cracks in JPCP

CONTINUED ON BACK
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CONPAV-D FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)

DISTRESS TYPE:

[] JOINT RELATED DISTRESSES
[] Sealant failure

[] loss of adhesion

[] at 50% or more of joints

[] at < 50% of joints
[] loss of cohesion

[] sealant extrusion

[] Cracking
Pattern:

[] predominantly straight
[] short, 1-2 meters, no rust
[] perpendicularto joint, with rust
[] parallel to transversejoints

[] closely spaced or map
[] < 10 ram, parallel to joints

[] longitudinal crack
[] Spalling

[] associated with cracks

[] localized near joint
Depth:
[] shallow

[] wedge shaped or tapering toward back and sides

[] extending to or deeper than slab center

[] Faulting

[] at transverse joint
[] at longitudinal joint

[] drainage system present

[] SURFACE DISTRESSES
[] Spallin_

[] rust stains present
[] popouts

[] larger than coarse aggregate
[] much smaller

[] Scaling
[] light
[] heavy and on traffic regions

[] Potholes

[] Polishing of Aggregate
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FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST

HWYCON-CONPAV-D (Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavements)

Place a mark in the appropriate box to indicate conditions observed in the pavement. This
information will be needed when operating CONPA V-D.

DISTRESS TYPE:

[] CRACKING
[] transverse < 0.5 mm

[] transverse > 0.5 mm

[] longitudinal, parallel and close to centerline

[] longitudinal, and over rebars
[] rust stains present

[] longitudinal, localized

[] single crack having random directions

[] diagonal cracks

[] multiple cracks
[] localized near joints

[] closely spaced
[] more uniformly distributed over slab

[] predominantly longitudinal
[] viscous gel present

[] closed patterns
[] cluster cracks

[] JOINT RELATED DISTRESSES
[] Construction joints

[] spalling present
[] little

[] spalling and/or faulting
[] spalls deeper than wide

[] spalls wider than deep

[] Longitudinal joints
[] consists of cracks

[] consists of faulting
[] Lane-shoulder joint

CONTINUED ON BACK
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CONPAV-D FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)

[] SPALLING
[] rust stains present
[] popouts

[] around the size of larger coarse aggregate
[] much smaller than the larger coarse aggregate size

[] SCALING

[] exposed to freezing and deicing salts
[] never exposed to freezing and deicing salts

[] light scaling
[] heavy traffic

[] POTHOLES

[] POLISHING OF AGGREGATE

[] EDGE-PUNCHOUT
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FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST

HWYCON-CONSTRUC-D (Bridge Decks)

Place a mark in the appropriate box to indicate conditions observed in the pavement. This
information will be needed when operating CONSTRUC-D.

Construction Type:
[] concrete

[] concrete and steel

Distress Type:
[] CRACKING

[] longitudinal
[] over rebars

[] rust stains present in crack area
[] corrosion of rebars

[] cracks extend deeper than rebars, through slab
[] transverse

[] pass through aggregate

[] around aggregate

[] around then pass through aggregate

[] diagonal

[] at acute-angle comer
[] at a single column pier

[] random

[] pattern or map

[] patterns generally < 50 mm in diameter
[] larger than 50 mm in diameter

[] predominantly longitudinal
[] closed map

[] exhibit disintegration

[] SPALLING AND POPOUTS
[] rust stains or rustedrebarspresent
[] general spalling
[] popouts

[] around the size of larger coarse aggregate
[] much smaller

[] SCALING

[] POLISHING OF AGGREGATE
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FIELD INSPECTION CHECKLIST

HWYCON-CONSTRUC-D (Structure Submembers)

Place a mark in the appropriate box to indicate conditions observed in the pavement. This
information will be needed when operating CONSTRUC-D.

SUBMEMBER:

[] pier
[] column

[] parapet wall
[] other

ORIENTATION:

[] horizontal

[] vertical

DISTRESS TYPE:

[] CRACKING

[] longitudinal or transverse
[] over reinforcing steel
[] propagate horizontally

[] separation of column from beam or similar element
[] propagate vertically

[] crack spacing at least 3 meters
[] horizontal crack connected somewhat by parallel cracks

[] cracks at joints or edges

[] closely spaced < 10 mm and darkened
[] propagate in random direction from joint

[] series of random (map or pattern)
[] form closed patterns
[] crack horizontal 3 - 5 mm wide
[] crack vertical < 1 mm wide

[] exposed to soil or sea water
[] evidence of overall expansion
[] disintegration of the top surface with map cracking below
[] scaling and "D" cracking present

[] diagonal cracks

[] propagate from opening in wall
[] propagate from rigid inclusion to slab

[] random cracks

[] SPALLING AND POPOUTS
[] rust stain or rusted rebars present
[] popouts

[] around the size of the larger coarse aggregate
[] much smaller than larger coarse aggregate

CONTINUED ON BACK
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CONSTRUC-D (STRUCTURE SUBMEMBERS) FIELD

INSPECTION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)

[] DISINTEGRATION AND SCALING

[] distress observed where concrete is exposed to soil
or in splash zone

[] disintegration of top surface with map cracking below
[] light scaling
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Appendix C. Glossary of Expert System Terms

backward chaining An inference method where the expert system starts with what it wants
to prove and tries to establish the facts it needs to prove it.

certainty factor A degree of certainty with a fact or rule is believed to be true.

demon A forward-chaining IF-THEN rule.

domain knowledge An area of expertise or knowledge that deals with a specific application.

expert system A computer program that contains knowledge about a specific domain, and
inference procedures that tell how to use the knowledge.

facets Provides control over how the inference engine processes and uses class attributes.

forward chaining An inference strategy that starts with known facts or data about a situation
and infers new facts about the situation based on information contained in the knowledge
base.

frame A knowledge representation method that incorporates nodes and objects and are
defined in terms of slots.

fuzzy set Information which is known about a situation within a problem that can be
expressed as a true/false state. What is known is expressed in some degree of fuzziness. For
example, some number between 0 and 1.

goal An intermediate or final objective which is established in the expert system (e.g.,
conclusion, recommendation).

inference engine That part of the expert system that operates upon the knowledge and
contains the problem-solving capabilities.

knowledge base That part of the expert system that contains what is known about a subject
(e.g., an expert's knowledge).

knowledge engineer The expert system designer and builder who interacts with the experts.

methods Procedures that are established by the developer to support class attributes.
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rune A method of representing a recommendation, directive, or strategy, in an IF condition
THEN action form.

shellllAn expert system building tool that provides programming, knowledge representation,
and inference capabilities.

slots An attribute of a frame. It may represent an object, concept or event.
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Appendix D. Operating the HWYCON Subsystems

Operating the Highway Concrete (HWYCON) subsystems requires the following steps:

1. Starting the computer.
2. Starting Windows.
3. Selecting the "HWYCON Expert System" window.
4. Selecting (clicking) an icon to activate the desired subsystem.
5. Conducting a session.
6. Terminating HWYCON and returning to the Windows program manager.

When a HWYCON icon is selected, a command is processed to load the selected HWYCON
computer program and knowledge base. Each program begins by displaying identifying
information, start options, and help facilities. The user must select the "start session" push
button to begin a session. When sufficient information has been obtained from the user
(through a series of question-and-answer screens), a screen containing a conclusion or
recommendation is displayed. At this point, the user may chose to view additional
explanatory information, restart the session, repeat the same session (with different
questions), or quit HWYCON and return to the Windows program manager.

HWYCON will ask questions involving conditions observed in the structure, its environment,
and its history. To assist the user in this procedure, checklists for concrete pavements, bridge
decks, and bridge substructures field inspection are provided in appendix A. These will be
useful when a desktop computer is used. They will not be necessary when portable
computers are used in the field. To help the user become familiar with the types of
information needed by HWYCON, a list of the knowledge topics is provided in the following
sections.

D.1 Field Information Needed to Conduct a CONPAV-D Session

In order to answer the questions posed by Concrete Pavement-Diagnostics (CONPAV-D),
you should have the following applicable information available about the pavement (examples
are shown).

• the type of concrete pavement
- jointed reinforced concrete pavement (JRCP)
- jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP)
- continuous reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP)

• the location of the distress
- within the slab

- at joints
- at the surface

• for symptoms that involve cracking, the crack pattern, direction, and width
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- transverse cracking
- longitudinal
- cracks at edges, openings
- straight crack(s)
- map or cluster cracks

• for certain distresses, it will be helpful to know any history of aggregate reactivity, or
sulfate attack that has occurred locally and the type of aggregate used, such as
carbonate/dolomite or siliceous rock

• other symptoms related to the pavement's visual appearance such as rust staining, will
also be helpful.

D.2 Field Information Needed to Conduct a CONSTRUC-D Session

Bridge Decks:

The following information may be needed to operate the Concrete Structures-Diagnostics
(CONSTRUC-D/bridge deck) subsystem. Some items depend on the type of distress
selected.

• Type of bridge construction (concrete or steel and concrete)

• Existence of epoxy coated reinforcing bars

• The exposure of the bridge deck to: freezing temperatures, chloride ions, or sea water

• The distress type

• Crack direction, pattern, location, depth, and width

• Popout dimensions

• Age of crack

Structures:

The following information may be needed to operate the Concrete Structures (CONSTRUC-
D/Structures) subsystem.

• Structural element (e.g. slab, pier).

• Distress type (e.g. cracking, spalling).

• Distress location (e.g. vertical, horizontal surface).

• Crack pattern, width, depth, direction.

• Exposure conditions (e.g. freezing temperatures, soil or sea water).

• Evidence of overall expansion.

• Whether the concrete is air entrained.

• Age of cracks.
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• Popout dimensions.

D.3 Information Needed to Conduct a Concrete Materials (CONMAT)
Session

• Durability area or procedure for designing the concrete.

• Past record or performance of materials based on test methods.

• Type of material to be used in specifying the concrete.

• Exposure conditions.

• Required opening time for project.

• Type of permeable base.

• Type of construction (e.g. reinforced or plain concrete pavement).

D.4 Information Needed to Conduct a Concrete Pavement Repair and
Rehabilitation (CONPAV-R) Session

• Procedure to be used (e.g. full-depth repair, bonded overlay).

• Information type (e.g. recommendations on materials or procedures).

• Required opening time.

Only information that is relevant to the structure being evaluated will be asked during a user
session.

D.5 Operating Commands

Responding to Questions The format of a HWYCON session consists of a question-and-
answer dialog between the computerized system and the operator. Operating HWYCON
involves pointing to an area (e.g. push button, response to a question) of the screen and
clicking the left-hand mouse button. No typed commands are required to operate the system.
There will be more than one possible response to a question, and the user should select the
single choice (in some cases, multiple choices may be selected) that answers the question
best. Many question-and-answer screens contain PICTURE, DRAWING, and EXPLAIN
push buttons. When selected, these push buttons display digitized photographs of distresses,
drawings of distresses and procedures, and explanatory information, respectively. To return
to the previous question and answer screen from a PICTURE, DRAWING, or EXPLAIN
screen, the GO BACK push button is provided. The user must select the ENTER push
button to record the choice(s) selected from the question-and-answer screen. An example of
the HWYCON question-and-answer screen is illustrated in figure 19. An example of an
explanatory screen is illustrated in figure 20.

Help facilities are available at the start of each HWYCON subsystem. The topics covered in
the help facilities include: (1) information needed to use the subsystem; (2) use of push
buttons; and (3) bibliographic references.
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HWYCON Conclusions and Recommendations When the user has input enough
information, a conclusion or recommendation screen will be displayed. Additional
information in the form of explanations, table, or references may also be available and can
be selected using one of the push buttons provided in the screen. These push buttons contain
information that describes tests to confirm the systems diagnosis, bibliographic references, or
explanatory information, or provide the user with the ability to select another HWYCON
subsystem. In many cases, the information contained in the HWYCON screens extends
beyond the screen's vertical limits. The user may scroll through the text by placing the
mouse pointer over the up-and-down cursor in the scroll bar to continue reading the
remaining text or review previously displayed text. Figure 21 provides an example of a
CONPAV-D conclusion screen.

Completing a Session When the user has reviewed the conclusion screen several push
button options are available. These include:

1. restart the subsystem
2. repeat the same session with different user input
3. continue processing (if multiple responses were selected in previous screens)
4. view bibliographic references
5. view explanatory information
6. activate another HWYCON knowledge topic
7. quit the session.

Not all conclusion and recommendation screens contain every option listed above. Only those
that are relevant to the knowledge being described are displayed.

D.6 Distribution Package and Requirements far Using HWYCON

The HWYCON distribution package consists of the following items:

• The report Users Guide to the Highway Concrete (HWYCON) Expert System

• HWYCON User Distribution Diskette Set containing the following diskettes:
- Run-only system diskette
- Concrete Pavement-Diagnostics (CONPAV-D) knowledge diskette
- Concrete Structures-Diagnostics (CONSTRUC-D) knowledge diskettes
- Concrete Materials (CONMAT) knowledge diskette
- Concrete Pavement-Repair and Rehabilitation (CONPAV-R) knowledge diskette

The contents of the knowledge disks are listed in section 5.1, Highway Pavements and
Structures Covered by HWYCON.

To use HWYCON you must install a computer system that is compatible with the hardware
and software described below.
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Computer Hardware

® IBM or compatible desktop or portable computer 386 or 486
- at least 2 megabytes of memory

- a hard disk drive with at least 15 megabytes of available disk space
- a 3.5-in. floppy disk drive

- EGA, VGA or Super VGA graphics adapter and monitor
- Microsoft-compatible mouse device

Computer Software

® DOS operating system, version 3.0 or later (Compaq 1987)

• Microsoft Windows, version 3.1

To install and use the HWYCON system, you should have a working knowledge of the
Microsoft Windows Program Manager. Information on this topic is covered in the Windows
User's Guide (Microsoft 1992).

Although HWYCON can be operated using a keyboard, this method is not recommended
because it is a very tedious operation. Instead, the use of a pointing device (such as a mouse)
is recommended.

To use HWYCON, it is assumed that the user has a basic knowledge of the operation of the
recommended computer system and its operating commands, ttie--_ include the following:

Power on and booting procedures.

® Procedures and commands for using floppy diskettes, and hard disk drives.

® Operation of a mouse pointing device.

® Basic commands for Windows 3.1 (e.g. starting, selecting windows, selecting program
icons, and exiting Windows).

Detailed instructions for these operating procedures are described in the documentation that
was supplied with your computer hardware and software.

Do7 Deinstalling Previous Versions of HWYCON

The following commands may be omitted:

1. Start Windows and select the HWYCON Window

2. Click once on the HWYCON program icon (i.e., CONPAV-D)
3. Click on File
4. Click on Delete

5. Click on Yes to delete the program icon.
6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each HWYCON program icon
7. Exit to DOS, click on the DOS icon from the main window

The following commands are required:
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• Delete all files from \hwycon\cpd\.
• Remove the directory \hwycon\cpd\.
• Delete all files from \hwycon\csd\.
• Remove the directory \hwycon\csd\.
• Delete all files from \hwycon\cmat\.
• Remove the directory \hwycon\cmat\.
• Delete all files from \hwycon\cpr\.
• Remove the directory \hwycon\cpr\.
• Return to Windows.

D.8 Problems and Incompatibilities

Problems While Operating HWYCON

HWYCON was rigorously tested during its development. Many different computer brands
and configurations were tested by both the developers and users. Few incompatibilities
resulted that were not related to the Microsoft Windows problem described above. Efforts

were made to identify potential compatibility problems that could occur through the use of
HWYCON. However, it was not possible to anticipate every variation in computer
configurations. Those problems that did occur were associated with computer hardware or
software malfunctions or improper configuration of DOS or Windows software. It can be
stated through experience, and with a high degree of confidence, that if a problem does exist
with the installation or operation of HWYCON, it most likely relates to incompatibility in the
software versions, or a machine malfunction. Users should first check to ensure that the

proper computer configuration and software versions are correctly installed, as described in
section 11, Installation Procedures. Generally, if Windows executes without problems, then
HWYCON will also.
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